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BIKE HASH 
Bike hashing is back! If you can pedal for 40 km - you’re in! 
Date: Saturday 14 February 2009  
Time: 1330 hrs for 1400 hrs start 
Place: Tai Po bike shops 
 

The Route The  bike hash route will follow paths and minor roads in a circuit of the central 
New Territories from Tai Po up to Fanling and along some byeways and restricted 
waterworks roads to 18th Hole via Suen Douh Camp, Ho Sheung Heung and Cheung Lek, 
and then a switchback past the experimental farm to Fanling. After that, it’s plain peddling 
back to Tai Po – downhill all the way! The Hares are the portly Golden Balls and aspiring 
pedaller Golden Jelly. This is a benign route with no significant hills and plenty of catching 
up opportunities for stragglers, so – if Golden Jelly can do it in 3 hours – anyone can! All 
are welcome!  

Getting to the Start You should meet up with the hares at the bike hire shops in Tai Po 
behind the Bobby London. Bike hire is available at various shops in Tai Po.  
Hiring a Bike If you need to hire a bike, there are several hire shops in Tai Po. You are 
strongly recommended to check out any hire bikes before embarking on the bike hash as 
we will be well away from main roads and taxi rescue points if your bike (or you) breaks 

down. It might sound obvious, but don’t take a brand new 
bike which has not been adjusted – try it out before you 
take it. Check out the brakes and gears  before you hire. 
On a previous bike hash someone hired a brand new bike 
which 
had to be 
literally 

unwrapped – about 5 miles out the pedal 
crank came loose and the pedal dropped 
off! 

Biking Tips We will stop for drinks at 



 

 

daipaidongs en route but bring some fluid replenishment. Also, 3 hours in the saddle can 
affect people’s personal areas. We don’t recommend D-RAM’s solution of using a baby 
nappy to protect the sensitive area, but a little lubrication applied in the right area might 
avoid uncomfortable sensations later on. On-On!! 


